The rate control is important to allocate bits efficiently for getting better performance, such as high quality, low fluctuation of quality and low mismatch between a target bit rate and an encoded bit rate. In this paper, we present an improved frame-layer H.264/AVC rate control scheme using enhanced complexity measure, scene-change detection, and quantization parameter adjustment for low bit rate video. Especially, our complexity measure contains not only the residual information but also the motion information. We use the motion vector difference encoded previously as motion information for low computation-load encoder. Experimental results show that Y-PSNR and bit-rate mismatch are remarkably improved and the fluctuation of Y-PSNR is similar as compared with the conventional H.264/AVC rate control scheme (JVT-G012).
INTRODUCTION
As the video streams are transmitted to the wired or wireless network, the rate control is necessary to adjust the encoded bit-streaming to certain channel bandwidth and buffer constraints. In general, the coding process related to the rate control of H.264 is to the followings: estimation of the number of target bits (target-bit), computation of quantization parameter (QP), execution of rate distortion optimization (RDO), and then obtainment of mean absolute difference (MAD). When the QP is computed, it needs the MAD for the current frame. However, we cannot obtain the MAD of current frame before the RDO processes which require the QP. This is a typical chicken and egg dilemma. To solve the problem, it has been proposed how to estimate the MAD for the current frame [1] . However, because it is difficult to estimate the current MAD exactly and a good performance cannot be expected with just simple MAD estimation, some approaches tend to measure the content complexity for applying it to the calculation of QP [2] - [4] . Even though the content complexity has to be measured by considering both residual and motion information, these schemes use only residual information. The pre-analysis like [5] , which requires another motion estimation (ME) process for each macroblock (MB), may be the unique method to get the real motion information of current frame prior to the computation of QP. However, the pre-analysis is not suitable for the encoder requiring low computational load because the ME module is still the most time consuming part. Generally, the ME process takes more than about 20% of the total encoding time at one reference frame and 32-pixel search range [6] . Therefore, we present a complexity measure considering both the residual and motion information without increasing computational load significantly. We also show a method of detecting scene changes to prevent the buffer from overflowing. By using both the complexity measure and the detection method, we propose a costeffective frame-layer H.264 rate control for low bit rate video.
PROPOSED FRAME COMPLEXITY MEASURE
In order to get better performance, the content complexity is measured in [2] as follows
where PMAD k and CMAD k denote the predicted and the actual MAD computed in the k th P frame, respectively. The denominator of (1) indicates an average CMAD over the previous P frames. Because the motion information is not considered in (1), we use the number of motion vector difference bits encoded previously (MVD-bit) for avoiding significant computational loads. In MVD-bit the number of reference-frame bits is also included. MVD-bit is closely connected with motion complexity and also the proportion of MVD-bit to the total number of generated bits (generated-bit) for encoding each frame is high. Table 1 shows the proportion of MVD-bit to the generated-bit. We can see from Table 1 that the lower bit rate is, the higher the proportion of MVD-bit is. Therefore, the MVD-bit has to be considered in the complexity measure for low bit rate, and our complexity measure is given by
where ε is a weighting factor having 0.5. 
RatioMVD i is shown in (3) where AMVD i denotes the average MVD-bit over all MBs of the i th frame.
PROPOSED DETECTION METHOD FOR SCENE CHANGE
When a scene is changed, the number of intra-coded MBs is increased and then the buffer is filled up instantaneously. In order to avoid buffer's overflow, both detection of scene change and appropriate rate control are necessary at scene change. In [3] , the PSNR difference ratio is used in order to improve the video quality at scene change as follows
where Diff(i,i-1) denotes the PSNR difference between the i th and the (i-1) th frame. Unfortunately this method may make a wrong decision because Diff ratio,i becomes undesirably high if Diff(i-1,i-2) is very low in (4).
We present a new detection method for scene change solving the defect of (4). The scene change is decided by
where PPSNR m,n and CPSNR m,n denote the predicted and the actual PSNR computed for the m th frame with the n th reconstructed frame. We can see from Figure 1 that the values of RatioPSNR at scene changes are less than 0.4. The threshold of RatioPSNR to recognize a scene change is set to 0.5 with some margin. In addition, we use this detection method in determining QP for the frame where a scene is changed.
PROPOSED RATE CONTROL
The ultimate task of rate control is the obtainment of QP to get high quality, low fluctuation of quality, and low mismatch of bit rate. We select the frame-layer rate control to get a good trade-off between computational load and obtainment of precise QP and assume without loss of generality that the GOP structure is an IPPP…P where I and P denote an intra-coded picture and a forward predicted picture, respectively.
In order to obtain a fine QP for the current frame, the following three steps are needed: estimation of frame targetbit, computation of a QP, and adjustment of the QP. The estimation of frame target-bit in the proposed rate control scheme is based on the conventional rate control scheme [1] . In the computation and adjustment QP, we consider both the proposed complexity measure in Section 2 and detection method for scene change in Section 3.
Estimation of frame target-bit
To estimate frame target-bit, the number of remaining bits is needed and both the buffer fullness and the target buffer level are considered for avoiding overflow or underflow. According to [1] , the target-bit, T b,i , can be estimated before encoding the i th frame as follows
where R b,i and N Pr,i denote the total number of remaining bits for all non-coded P frames and the number of noncoded P frames before encoding the i th frame respectively, b r and f r denote the predefined bit rate and frame rate respectively, CBF i denotes the current buffer fullness after encoding the i th frame, and TBL i denotes the target buffer level before encoding the i th frame, and both β and Γ are constants and their typical values are 0.5 and 0.75, respectively.
Computation and Adjustment of QP
After estimating the target-bit, we compute and adjust QP with considering two cases.
Negative target-bit (T b,i < 0)
We can see from (6) that the negative target-bit results from a big CBF i-1 in comparison with TBL i , and a big CBF i-1 comes from a big generated-bit. Once the target-bit falls negative, it is urgent to make the target-bit to be positive for getting the better visual quality. Since the more generatedbit is expected in the higher frame complexity, we adjust the current QP based on the proposed complexity measure as shown in (7) where Q i is the QP for encoding the i th frame. 
Positive target-bit (T b,i 0)
As the target-bit has the positive value, the QP can be computed by using the quadratic R-D model [7] as follows 
where T tb,i is the estimated texture-bit which is the difference between the estimated target-bit and the number of header bits (header-bit) encoded previously for the i th frame, Q c,i is the computed QP for the i th frame, x 1 and x 2 are the first and the second-order coefficients, respectively. The estimated texture-bit may be below zero when the previously encoded header-bit is comparable to the estimated target-bit in the low bit rate. In that case, we limit the estimated texture-bit to one bit.
Since the computed QP (8) may oscillate noticeably for difficult sequences having rapid changes in content complexity, we limit changes in QP to no more than ±2 units between pictures as follows.
The limited QP is then adjusted depending on whether a scene is changed or not as follows. 
where Q 0 is the predefined QP for the first frame in the GOP.
In the normal picture without scene change, the QP is adjusted differently with considering both buffer status and proposed complexity measure as shown in (12). When both the buffer status and the proposed complexity measure are low, the QP is decreased by one to improve the visual quality because it is expected that the generated-bit after encoding the current frame will be small. Also when both the buffer status and the proposed complexity measure are high, the QP is increased by one because it is expected that the target-bit will be negative for the next frame. After encoding a frame, a linear regression method like [7] is used in order to update the parameters of linear prediction model for MAD, as well as x 1 and x 2 of quadratic R-D model (8) for the next frame. The generated-bit is also added to the current buffer fullness.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We conduct numerous experiments on 23 test sequences (16 non-cascaded normal sequences and 7 cascaded sequences). The cascaded sequences by two normal sequences have a scene change which happens at the 50 th frame. All the used test sequences are in QCIF 4:2:0 formats. We employ the H.264/AVC reference software version JM6.1 as the test platform and compare our algorithm with JVT-G012 by using the software [8] . For the tests, we set parameters to the followings: RDO is enabled, search range for ME is 16, the number of reference frames is one, and entropy coding method is CABAC. All other parameters are carefully selected for both algorithms to be equivalent. The initial QP for the first I frame and P frame is appropriately selected to avoid buffer's overflow due to the first I frame. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the PSNR curve for sequences with high motion and a scene change, respectively. In Figure 3 , 'Akiyo_Container' is made by concatenating 'Akiyo' and 'Container' for the scene change effect. We can see from these figures that the proposed frame-layer rate control can obtain better performance than that of JVT-G012. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the buffer fullness at each frame. The buffer size is set to the half of target bit rate. According to these figures, the proposed rate control achieves steadier buffer fullness levels. In other words, the proposed algorithm is safer from the buffer's overflow and underflow than JVT-G012. Table 2 shows the experimental results of both proposed algorithm and JVT-G012 for five out of 23 test sequences.
CONCLUSION
We proposed an improved frame-layer H.264/AVC rate control scheme. The improvement came from an enhanced content complexity measure, scene change detection, and quantization parameter adjustment as compared with the conventional H.264/AVC rate control scheme (JVT-G012). Especially, taking the computational loads into account, we used the previously encoded motion vector difference as motion information for obtaining complexity measure. In comparison with JVT-G012, we obtained the Y-PSNR improvement of 0.18dB and the mismatch improvement between target bit rate and encoded bit rate of 30.4% on average over 23 various test sequences, four bit rates and two frame rates. Also our standard deviation of Y-PSNR was almost similar to that of JVT-G012. The experimental results showed that the proposed rate control scheme was suitable for the real-time encoder supporting low bit rate video more efficiently because it had better performance than JVT-G012 without increasing hardware costs and computing powers significantly. 
